Creating new frontiers
in global communications

Founded by veteran telecommunications

Building an unparalleled global
network for the enterprise IoT
user from the ground up.

and satellite industry executives,
Omnispace is a pioneering global
communications provider headquartered
in the Washington, D.C. area.

Reinventing IoT
connectivity
for the
21st century

Learn more at
omnispace.com

Delivering a unique, LTE-based ‘one global
network’ specifically designed to meet the
communications needs of 21st century
users, Omnispace is reinventing IoT
connectivity solutions.
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A UNIFIED IOT
SOLUTION:
ONE NETWORK –
DEVICE TO CLOUD
Forging cutting-edge

THE CLOUD

OMNISPACE
NETWORK

mobile wireless
technology together
with a revolutionary
integrated terrestrial
and satellite network,
Omnispace will enable

INTEGRATED MOBILE AND SATELLITE NETWORK

unrivaled IoT

Enterprise IoT on a global scale
Omnispace is combining the global footprint of an NGSO satellite constellation with
the mobile wireless networks of the world’s leading telecom companies to provide IoT
services via a seamless ‘one global network’ — without borders, without boundaries

communications anywhere
around the globe.

Eliminating
the barriers

and without compare. Omnispace is delivering global, reliable, scalable and affordable
solutions for all IoT connectivity needs.

OPTIMIZED DEVICE TECHOLOGIES

Expanded reach

Enhanced reliability

Unequaled simplicity

Omnispace seamlessly

Omnispace for the first time

From device to cloud Omnispace

integrates terrestrial and

blends satellite and terrestrial

delivers your data via a single,

satellite networks to provide

connectivity into one harmonized

global network, avoiding roaming

continuous connectivity for

network providing the unmatched

and rate plan complexities.

all fixed or mobile assets

resiliency, capacity and reliability

around the globe.

needed for mission critical
applications. No holes,
no blocking, no interruption.
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